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Databases

What is a database?
Data is made up of recorded facts, figures, images and sounds about people,
objects, events or many other items. Data is collected and stored in a database. A
database is made up of data that is arranged so that it can be searched, organised,
modified and selected, as shown in Figure 10.1. Each item of data is related to
each other item in some way.

Databases are used to provide information at home and in the workplace. Some
examples of databases are:

• a telephone directory
• the names of students attending a school
• video titles in a video library
• employees in a company
• books in a library
• passengers on an airline flight
• records of births kept by a state registry.

Why do we have databases?
Data on its own is not very useful. It needs to be organised and interpreted so that
it has meaning. Sorting data helps makes the data easy to interpret.

People use databases to find information about goods, services and other
people. Organisations use databases to provide information that helps when
people are making decisions. Most organisations need databases to carry out their
day-to-day business.
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Figure 10.1
A database of
names, addresses
and telephone
numbers on cards
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Databases kept by individuals
People create databases for use at home or for their own personal use. The
database might be stored on a computer or written in a book, on paper or on
cards. Some examples are:

• telephone numbers in a teledex
• a list of valuable items that are kept at home
• a street directory
• a dictionary
• a collection of recipes
• a list of names and addresses for Christmas cards.

Databases kept by organisations
Businesses and organisations create and maintain databases as part of their
everyday operation. Some examples are:

• a school keeps a database of all its students’ names, addresses and telephone
numbers

• a supermarket has a database of all the items that it sells
• a bank has a database of all its customers and their accounts
• libraries keep catalogues of books that are lent out
• a tennis club keeps a database of its members
• a video library uses a database to keep track of both its customers and its stock

of videotapes and DVDs.

Your turn
1 Think of the databases that you use at home and at school. These databases may be

stored on a computer or written in a book or on cards.
a List five different databases that you use at home.
b List five different databases that you have your name recorded on at school.

2 List five different databases that are used by organisations that you come into contact
with outside school.

3 You have been asked to keep track of members of your local tennis club and you have to
create a database. Write down what information you think you would want to get from
your database. What information would you need to keep?

The telephone directory
The telephone directory is a database. It stores names, addresses and telephone
numbers for a large number of people and organisations (these are called
subscribers). The entries in the White Pages telephone book are stored
alphabetically.

Four typical entries are:

• Nelson G B 45 Bendigo Ave Springva 9454 4545
• Ngyuen A C 666 Smith St Col 9777 8888
• ABC Driving School 999 High St Rich 9888 9999
• Jones & Morgan Est. Agents 321 Spring St Malv 9898 8989

Note that suburb names are abbreviated.
A telephone directory is published for each capital city as well as for a number

of regional areas.
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Your turn
1 Find the first page of the White Pages telephone directory that contains telephone

numbers of subscribers. Write down the first ten names that appear—they will most
likely be all businesses. Why do you think businesses choose names like these?

2 Refer to your current telephone directory.
a What is the first name in the telephone directory?
b What is the last name in the telephone directory?
c How many times does your surname occur in the directory?

3 The First Fleet database contains information about people who came to Australia as the
first white settlers. Figure 10.2 shows part of the records for nine members of the First
Fleet. Answer the questions below by referring to Figure 10.2.

a How many settlers had the surname ‘Abrahams’?
b What was the date of John Adams’ trial?
c What is the name of the ship on which females were transported?
d How many convicts had trials before 1786?

4 Figure 10.3 shows the top 20 best-selling compact discs in Sydney for a week.

a How many titles have been in the chart for ten or more weeks?
b Which titles have been in the chart for less than five weeks?
c Which titles improved their position in the chart from the previous week?

Figure 10.2
Part of the First
Fleet database

Figure 10.3
Best-selling 
compact discs

Best Selling Compact Discs

TW LW WI
1 The Sound of White Missy Higgins 1 9
2 American Idiot Green Day 3 8
3 In Between Dreams Jack Johnson 2 4
4 Love,Angel, Music, Baby Gwen Stefani 4 15
5 Lullabies to Paralyze Queens of the Stone Age 5 9
6 Beautiful Soul Jesse McCartney 7 4
7 The Massacre 50 Cent 9 22
8 Hot Fuss The Killers 6 34
9 Still Not Gettin’ Any Simple Plan 11 12

10 Dreams Evermore 10 11
11 Songs About Jane Maroon 5 14 45
12 Waiting for the Siren’s Call New Order 13 3
13 The Singles Basement Jaxx 8 7
14 Thirsty Merc Thirsty Merc 23 18
15 Awake is the New Sleep Ben Lee 16 5
16 Best 1991–2004 Seal 17 2
17 Kingwood Millencolin 12 6
18 Scissor Sisters Scissor Sisters 22 21
19 Breakaway Kelly Clarkson 20 7
20 Genius Loves Company Ray Charles 24 11

TW:This week. LW: Last week.WI:Weeks in chart.

First Name Last Name Sex Position Ship Date of Trial
Mary Abel Female Convict Lady Penryhn 05/03/1885
Robert Abel Male Convict Alexander 15/09/1884
Esther Abrahams Female Convict Lady Penryhn 30/08/1886
Henry Abrahams Male Convict Alexander 07/03/1885
John Adams Male Convict Scarborough 26/05/1884
Mary Adams Female Convict Lady Penryhn 13/12/1886
John Agnew Male Convict Scarborough 26/05/1884
Thomas Akers Male Convict Charlotte 14/03/1885
Charles Allen Male Convict Scarborough 07/07/1884
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Why use a computer for a database?
Computers are used for databases because they:

• can store large amounts of data
• can find and display data quickly
• can be updated or changed quickly
• present the data in a way that is useful (summaries of data can readily be

obtained)
• make the data available in many locations
• allow for data to be transferred easily
• allow a large number of people to use a database at the same time
• allow data to be available on the Internet.

What makes up a database?
A database is made up of a collection of files about somebody or something,
referred to as an ‘entity’. An entity is a person or an object about which data
needs to be recorded.

Each entity that is used in a database has a name. Many databases consist of
only one entity. These databases are often called ‘flat file databases’. The
telephone book contains data about people and organisations called subscribers.
Therefore the entity used in the telephone book could be called ‘subscriber’.

Each piece of information about an entity is called a record. For example, a
subscriber whose surname is ‘Nelson’ has the following data stored as a record in
a telephone directory: 

Nelson G B 45 Bendigo Ave Springva 9454 4545.
A record is made up of a number of separate pieces of data. Each of these

pieces is called a field. Each field is given a name so that it may be recognised. In
the telephone book, the record is made up of the fields called ‘surname’,
‘initials’, ‘street’, ‘suburb’, ‘telephone number’ (see Figure 10.4).

The field ‘surname’ has the value ‘Nelson’; the field ‘initials’ has the value ‘G
B’ and so on.

Example
The First Fleet database (see Figure 10.2) uses an entity called ‘Settler’, which is made up of
the fields called: Given name, Surname, Sex, Position, Ship, Date of trial.

Figure 10.4
The record for the 
subscriber

Field Name Date of each field

Surname Nelson

Initials G B

Street 45 Bendigo Ave

Suburb Springva

Telephone number 9454 4545
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Your turn
1 Write down the field names in the following database (Figure 10.5), which stores the

names and addresses of people.

2 Figure 10.6 shows a personnel record on a FileMaker Pro database. Write down the field
names used in this database.

3 Write down the field names used in ‘Best Selling CDs’ database in Figure 10.3.
4 Figure 10.7 shows one record from a database of runs scored in cricket Test matches.

Write down the field names used in this database. How is the value in the field called
‘Average’ worked out?

5 For each of the databases in questions 1 to 4, write down the name of the entity about
which data is being stored.

Figure 10.5
Address database

Figure 10.6
FileMaker Pro 
personnel record

Figure 10.7
Allan Border's
record on a
database of Test
cricket aggregate
runs

First Name Last Name Title Address City State Postcode

Judy Smith Ms 24 Billstown Ave Hurstville NSW 2220

Peter Ibson Mr 123 Johnston St Ryde NSW 2112

Dino Silvani Mr 12/3 White Ave St Leonards NSW 2065

Lynne Truong Mrs 233 Wilson Dr Fitzroy VIC 3065

Janet Wilson Miss 9 Hamilton St Epping VIC 3079
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Accessing a database
A database needs to be accessed to be of any use. The particular parts of the
database that are needed can be selected. Each database software package has its
own way of finding the required data.

For example, when using the telephone directory, a typical query is to look up
a name in the directory and find the telephone number. You will need to know
the surname and, probably, the initials and at least some of the address. Finding a
telephone number is known as searching the database.

Each database language makes queries in different ways. A typical query made
from the telephone book might be:

FIND ALL SUBSCRIBERS WITH SURNAME = ‘Nelson’ AND 
INITIALS = ‘G B’.

A query or search of the database is made up of the following things:

• the field to be used to make the selection—for example, ‘Surname’
• the value or values that are to be looked for—for example, ‘Nelson’
• the operator that is used for the selection—for example, ‘=’.

In Microsoft Access, records are selected by choosing the value for comparison.
Figure 10.8 shows some of the comparison types available. The manual gives the
complete set of comparison types.

Figure 10.8
Comparison 
types available in
Microsoft Access
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Your turn
1 Figure 10.9 shows the batting averages for of the 15 leading run scorers in Test cricket, as

at November 2004.

a How many players are Australian?
b Which player has the highest average?

2 Write down the different comparisons you can make with the database management
package that you use. You can refer to Figure 10.8 for ideas.

Why change a database?
A database is only useful if the data it contains is correct and up to date.

A new telephone book is published every year. As people change house, have
new telephone numbers connected or old numbers disconnected, the directory is
altered. Telstra’s Directory Assistance keeps an up-to-date list of all telephone
numbers. Making changes to the data is called updating the database.

Databases are updated at various intervals, depending on the nature of the
database. The printed telephone directory is always out of date to some extent.

The stock exchange carries out its trading of shares using computers. Its
database is updated on line—that is, as soon as the transaction takes place.
Enquiries to the stock exchange database reflect the latest up-to-date information.

What changes are made to the data in a database?
Three types of changes are made to the data in a database. These are:

• adding new records
• deleting records
• altering records.

Each of these types of changes needs to be made regularly and promptly.

Player Country Matches Innings Not Outs Highest Runs Average

Border, A R Australia 156 265 44 205 11,174 50.56

Waugh, S R Australia 168 260 46 200 10,927 51.06

Gavaskar, S M India 125 214 16 236 10,122 51.12

Lara, B C West Indies 112 197 6 400 10,094 52.85

Tendulkar, S R India 116 188 19 241 9,540 56.45

Gooch, G A England 118 215 6 333 8,900 42.58

Miandad, Javed Pakistan 124 189 21 280 8,832 52.57

Richard, I V A West Indies 121 182 12 291 8,540 50.24

Stewart,A J England 133 235 21 190 8,463 39.55

Gower, D I England 117 204 18 215 8,231 44.25

Boycott, G England 108 193 23 246 8,114 47.73

Sobers, G S West Indies 93 160 21 365 8,032 57.78

Waugh, M E Australia 128 209 17 153 8,029 41.82

Atherton, M A England 115 212 7 185 7,728 37.70

Cowdrey, M C England 114 188 15 182 7,624 44.07

Figure 10.9
Batting averages 
for some Test
cricketers
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The telephone directory might be changed in the following circumstances:
• adding new records—a new subscriber is added to the network
• altering records—a subscriber changes address and/or telephone number
• deleting a record—a subscriber decides not to continue with the service; an

organisation closes down and no longer needs a telephone.

A school might make changes in the following ways:
• adding new records—a new student is enrolled in the school
• deleting a record—a student has left the school and is not expected to return
• altering records—a student changes his or her address.

Deletions are made with a great deal of care. The accuracy of the database
depends upon records being deleted when they are no longer of use.

Records must also be altered with care. It is important that the record being
altered is the correct one—that is, it must be uniquely identified. Large databases
such as those kept by Telstra will have many subscribers with the same name and
initial.

Your turn
1 Figure 10.9 shows the batting averages for some Test cricketers.

a Under what circumstances would a player be added to the table?
b Under what circumstances would a player be deleted from the table?
c In which fields would the data never need to be altered?
d In which fields would the values be altered?

2 The AFL web site includes statistics for each of the teams playing in the AFL. Figure
10.10 shows six of the records for AFL players at the start of the 2005 season. This is
part of the database of all AFL players.

Source: http://stats.rleague.com

a How many games in total has Matthew Lloyd played? If he played another twelve
games in 2005, which field values might need to be changed?

b Which fields would not need to be updated during the season?
c When would a player be deleted from the database?
d When would a player be added to the database?
e In which fields would the values never need to be changed?
f What changes would need to be made at the start of a new season?

3 Look at the chart of best selling CDs (Figure 10.3) and answer the following questions.
a How often would the chart need to be updated?
b If the number one CD keeps its position for the next week, what changes will be

made to the values of the fields for that record?
c List other changes that might be made to the database every week.
d When would a title be deleted from the database?

Surname First Club Games Goals
Name played

Buckley Nathan Collingwood 243 230

Tredrea Warren Port Power 155 344

Judd Chris West Coast Eagles 68 74

Hall Barry Sydney Swans 153 337

Akermanis Jason Brisbane Lions 213 267

Lloyd Matthew Essendon 189 695

Figure 10.10
AFL player 
statistics
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The Australian Parliament web site
The Australian Parliament web site provides on-line information. It consists of a
number of different but connected files—Members, Senators, electorates,
ministry, Parliament House information and legislation.

The web site contains information about members of the House of
Representatives. For each Member, it includes data about parliamentary service,
ministerial appointments, committee service, party positions, qualifications as well
as address, contact telephone and facsimile numbers and email address. Figure
10.11 shows an example of an entry on the Parliament web site.

Your turn
1 List four types of changes that would need to be made to the database at the end of

each six-month period.
2 What changes would have to be made following an election for the House of

Representatives?
3 What changes would have to be made to the database when:

• a member of parliament resigns and there is a by-election
• a member of Cabinet resigns but remains a member of parliament?

Figure 10.11
The Parliament 
web site entry 
for the Leader 
of the Opposition

WORKSHEETWORKSHEET
004404000

Using the
Parliament of
Australia
Web site

Parliament of
Australia
www.aph.gov.au
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Sorting a database
Data is usually sorted in some manner. The data may be sorted in ascending or
descending order based on any one field (or more) that makes up the records in
the database. The field that is used to sort the database is called the key field. Key
fields are used to identify records in a database. Usually, each record has a key
field that uniquely identifies that record.

Ascending order means going from smallest to largest. Names in the telephone
directory are arranged in ascending order.

Descending order means going from largest to smallest. Teams on a sporting
ladder are usually arranged in descending order—for example, the AFL ladder or
the NBL ladder.

Example—Name and address database
The name and address database in Figure 10.12 has been sorted in ascending order on the
surname.

The name and address database in Figure 10.12 has been sorted in ascending order on
the postcode in Figure 10.13.

What is a report?
An important use of a database is the generation of reports. Reports provide
information for the user. This usually involves making a selection from the
database and then arranging it in a manner that is easy to understand. A report
will normally only show the values from some of the fields in each record. It also
often includes the totals of certain fields that will provide summary information
for the user.

Example—First Fleet database
Figure 10.2 shows the first nine records of a report from the First Fleet database. One
selection rule has been applied: POSITION equals CONVICT. For each record selected, the fields
‘Given name’, ‘Surname’, ‘Date of birth’, ‘Place of trial’, ‘Crime’ and their values are shown. The
report is sorted on the surname. If surnames are the same, then it is sorted on the given name.

Figure 10.12
Names and
addresses sorted 
on the field
'Surname'

Figure 10.13
Names and
addresses sorted 
in ascending 
order on the 
field 'Postcode'

First Name Last Name Title Address City State Postcode

Peter Ibson Mr 123 Johnston St Ryde NSW 2112

Dino Silvani Mr 12/3 White Ave St Leonards NSW 2065

Judy Smith Ms 24 Billstown Ave Hurstville NSW 2220

Lynne Truong Mrs 233 Wilson Dr Fitzroy VIC 3065

Janet Wilson Miss 9 Hamilton St Epping VIC 3079

First Name Last Name Title Address City State Postcode

Dino Silvani Mr 12/3 White Ave St Leonards NSW 2065

Peter Ibson Mr 123 Johnston St Ryde NSW 2112

Judy Smith Ms 24 Billstown Ave Hurstville NSW 2220

Lynne Truong Mrs 233 Wilson Dr Fitzroy VIC 3065

Janet Wilson Miss 9 Hamilton St Epping VIC 3079
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Your turn
1 Figure 10.14 is part of a database of customers for a department store. It shows the

customers’ names, the value of their purchases and the department where the purchases
were made.
a How many of the purchases were made on 22 January 2005? What is their total value?
b How many purchases were made in the Book department? What is their total value?
c How is the database sorted? Suggest two other ways that it might be sorted and

explain why it would be useful to sort in these ways.
d Generate two different reports with sub-totals that might be useful.

2 All schools keep student records on a database. These records include name and address,
telephone number, classes in which each student is enrolled, assessments for each class
plus a range of other useful data.
a List the types of data that you think your school would keep about you on a

database.
b Which parts of the data do you think each of the following people or groups of

people should be able to see about you: Principal, teachers of the classes in which
you are enrolled, teachers of classes in which you are not enrolled, your parents, you,
other students.

Creating a database
In business, designing and creating a database is a complex process and it comes
after a lot of analysis.

The following is a typical list of issues that need to be worked out.

• What is the entity about which data will be collected?
• What data about the entity needs to be collected?
• Which pieces of data are going to be used for searching and 

sorting?
• How can each different record in the database be uniquely 

identified?
• What information will need to be retrieved from the database?

Last First Purchase Date Department
name name value

Braun Jacob $475 12 Jan 2005 Sports
Brencic Kate $398 22 Jan 2005 Sports
Brencic Kate $34 23 Jan 2005 Book
Brencic Kate $56 4 Feb 2005 Clothing
Byrne Marianne $88 31 Jan 2005 Cookware
Cefai Desmond $97 5 Jan 2005 Book
Cook Russell $675 12 Jan 2005 Sports
Cook Russell $872 26 Jan 2005 Clothing
Denaro Paula $335 22 Jan 2005 Cookware
Denaro Paula $98 1 Feb 2005 Book
Giacomelli Sam $87 13 Jan 2005 Book
Giacomelli Sam $37 22 Jan 2005 Cookware
Hudson Sandra $44 23 Jan 2005 Book
Saunders William $284 12 Jan 2005 Clothing

Figure 10.14
Customer 
purchases
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Creating and using a small database involves the same steps.

• Identify the entity that is going to be used in the database. That is, identify the
person or thing about which you are going to store data. You also need to
know what results you expect to get from your database.

• Define the database by identifying the fields that will make up each record.
• Enter the initial data into the database.
• Check that the data is correct. Printing out some of the records and checking

them against the original documents can do this.
• Work out reports and searches that will be used often.
• Modify the database as required.
• Back up the database regularly by making copies of it and storing them in a

safe place.

Your turn
1 Create a database to keep track of members of your tennis club or similar group. The

database will need to include the members’ names and addresses as well as their ages
(this is needed for under-age competition).
The entity to be used is ‘member’, with the fields as requested. It is written: member
(surname, first name, address, suburb, postcode, age).
The database is defined using a database management package such as Microsoft Access
or Filemaker Pro or the database module of an integrated package such as Microsoft
Works or Appleworks. Each field will need to be defined using names, making sure they
are meaningful. Each field can be defined as text or number. In this case, all the fields
except age and postcode are text (the others being whole numbers).

2 Now enter the data. See Figure 10.15 for a sample database.
3 Check the data carefully. Look at each record in turn and compare it to the original data.

Make any necessary changes.
4 Make sure at least one copy of the database is stored on another disk and kept in a safe

place. Backups should be made whenever the database is altered.
It can be useful to have standard reports and searches saved. Most database
management systems allow some of the sorts and searches to be pre-defined. For
example, Microsoft Access allows a number of reports to be saved. One useful report
might be to produce mailing labels.
If a database is to be of use, its definition will need to be modified. That is, in time new
fields will be added and some fields will no longer be of use. More or different
information will need to be stored. In this example, the addition of a telephone number
for the member of the club would be useful.

Figure 10.15 
A sample database
of junior tennis
players

Last Name First Name Address Suburb Postcode Age

Aleksic Joe 6 Jeffrey Ave Werribee 3030 13

Cheung Jill 16 Rebecca Rd Montrose 3765 12

Green Keith 3 Hope St Bulleen 3105 13

Cowen Pam 23 Nepean Ave South Yarra 3141 14

Druzic Jane 150 Victoria Rd Richmond 3121 12
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On-line databases
Many organisations now provide access to on-line databases. Within businesses,
this is done on local area networks.

However, the World Wide Web is being widely used to provide many people
with access to databases. Databases are searched and the results displayed using
the browser.

Telephone directory
Both the White Pages and the Yellow Pages telephone directories are available on
the Web at www.yellowpages.com.au or www.whitepages.com.au. 

Searches can be made for subscribers based on a number of fields including
surname, street, suburb and postcode.

Searches can be made for a wide range of businesses and organisations. In
some categories, a map is displayed to show the location of the business or
organisation.

Your turn
1 Access the White Pages directory on the Web. Look up the telephone number of your

home. How many other telephone numbers did it find? Did it show any mobile phone
numbers?

2 Repeat the steps in question 1 for two of your friends or relatives.
3 Access the Yellow Pages directory on the Web. Look up restaurants in your area. Find a

restaurant near you. Is there a map reference available?
4 Use the Yellow Pages directory to find your school.

Figure 10.16
Search of the 
White Pages
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Common database file formats
Table 10.1 shows the common database file formats.

File extension File type Use

mdb Microsoft Access Microsoft database file format

fp5 FileMaker Pro FileMaker Pro database file format

txt tab separated text transfer information to other 
applications, especially word 
processor and database

csv comma separated values transfer information to other 
applications, especially word 
processor and database

Databases and the Web
Many databases are now accessible via the World Wide Web. Programs such as
FileMaker Pro and Microsoft Access can be configured so that the data can be
accessed using a web browser.

Microsoft SQL Server is used in many organisations for database access.
Products such as Cold Fusion and the Microsoft.Net progams can be used to
develop the web front end provided for end users.

Privacy and databases
On 21 December 2001, the Privacy Act came into law. It affects many
organisations and individuals and is concerned with the collection, storage and
access to personal information.

The Act set up ten privacy principles to which organisations must adhere.
These principles include:

• collection of data
• use and disclosure of data
• data quality and collection
• data security
• privacy policies
• access and correction
• collection of sensitive information.

More information is available from the Office of the Federal Privacy
Commissioner website, www.privacy.gov.au.

Most organisations must have a privacy policy that relates to the above
principles. The policy should explain how individuals get access to data that is
stored about them and what individuals can do to ensure that the data is correct
and up to date.

Table 10.1
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Your turn
1 With regard to yourself, list three pieces of information types that you 

think:
a your school
b your doctor
should not disclose to your friends without your permission.

2 Log on to the Telstra site at http://www.telstra.com. Can you find Telstra’s privacy policy?
What information do they agree not to disclose.

3 If you have created an account with either Yahoo! or Microsoft Hotmail, what do you 
have to do to change your password? What type of data do they require to ensure that
you are a legitimate customer? Do these organisations have a privacy policy? What rights
do the privacy policies give you?

Review questions
1 Define these terms: field, record, file.
2 Why is it important to back up a database?
3 How often should a database be updated? Explain your anwer, using an example.
4 What is a key field in a database? How is it used when sorting records?
5 What does the term ‘report’ mean when considering a database?
6 What is involved in a search of a database?
7 What steps need to be taken to create a database?
8 Explain the difference between data and information.
9 Give four reasons why businesses now use computers rather than paper files to store

data.
10 What is test data? Why is it important?
11 Figure 10.3 showed the top 20 best-selling CD titles in Sydney for a week.

a How is this database sorted?
b What is the first record in the database?
c How many fields are there for each record?
d Suggest names for each field.

Now try these
1 A small business requires a database to track its customers and to be able to contact

them. You are to create this database and enter test data for fifteen customers. Include
their names, addresses, telephone and facsimile numbers. You will need to produce the
following reports:
a mailing labels for the customer files
b an alphabetic list of all customers
c a list of customers by postcode order.
You will need to be able to search the database for:
a an individual customer
b all the customers who have an address with a particular postcode.

?

▲

WORKSHEETWORKSHEET
441411

Information 
on a bill
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2 A small business requires a database of employees.
Identify the information that would be needed. Identify the reports that would be
required.
Create a form to collect this information, together with anything else of use. Create 10
records for testing purposes.
Develop the interface needed to:
a add
b modify
c delete
these records.
Ensure that there is a method of searching the database.

3 Use a database to track the most popular television programs using your fellow students
as the audience.
Design a database so that you can track the television programs your fellow students
watch.
Create a form and ask other members of your class to enter the television programs they
watch during a week.
Enter the data into your database and produce a report that lists the programs in order 
of popularity.

WORKSHEETWORKSHEET
4242422

Fixing errors 
in a database


